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is crucial



The lesson we learn from considering embodied energy
is that we need to work towards a massive reduction in the
use of non breathable plastic petrochemical insulation 
materials

Many organisations  calling for better insulation send out 
mixed messages about this issue



You can read more about my ideas in these books, the latest SEDA magazine 

and a forthcoming series of articles in Built Environment
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Embodied Energy = CO2 emissions = Pollution
The production of plastic foam insulations causes toxic pollution
So severe is the toxic waste that it has led to European factory closures



The closure of factories in Spain and Germany has led to shortages of plastic foam insulations



BASF factory in Ludwigshavn

The main insulation materials used in 
buildings today are made from high 
embodied energy, hazardous, petro-
chemicals that damage health and the 
planet but energy efficiency zealots 
continue to promote their use as the only 
“available  technology”



Typical insulation materials
made of petrochemicals



Due to the clamp down on toxic pollution caused by isocyanates and other 
chemicals used in plastic foam insulation in Europe, production has largely moved 
to Asia. 
Huge increase in CFC emissions, banned in 1992, have been traced to Chinese 
insulation manufacturers

BLOWING IT:
Illegal Production and
Use of Banned CFC-11
in China’s Foam
Blowing Industry
July 2018



Embodied energy of insulation materials is largely 
ignored and good data is hard to find
• Limitations in current life cycle assessment (LCA) calculation methods and high uncertainty of available data 

are recognized and reflected in the analyses through studying available environmental product declarations 

of various types of insulation materials and by modelling a typical semi-detached residential building in the 

UK as the case study. The results of such approach illustrate ‘optimum insulation thicknesses’ beyond which 

the embodied energy penalty outweighs operational energy savings.

• Embodied energy data implications for optimal specification of building envelopes
• Shahaboddin Resalati,Christopher C. Kendrick &Callum Hill

JournalBuilding Research & Information
• Volume 48, 2020 - Issue 4 Published online: 27 Sep 2019

• A comparison of the environmental impacts of different categories of insulation materials
• CallumHill AndrewNorton JankaDibdiakova 
• Energy and Buildings
• Volume 162, 1 March 2018, Pages 12-20



Embodied Energy: 
“The Carbon Spike”
Initial embodied emissions never 
recovered over a 25 year life cycle.
We need to reduce the use of high 
embodied energy petrochemical materials 
NOW



Simon Sturgis in a critique of 
the Green Construction Board 
Route Map argues that it fails 
to take account of whole life 
emissions and the need to 
adopt a holistic approach 
which counts both embodied 
and life time emissions.
“the total embodied content 
for say, blocks of flats and 
many non-domestic buildings, 
is nearer 60-65%. Passivhaus 
is in the region of 90+% 
embodied.”



There is a general assumption that all insulation materials are much the 
same, are inter-changeable and can easily be used in all retrofit scenarios
Doesn’t matter what fossil fuel products you use and where you use it you 
can still end up with damp!

CWI IWI EWI

However 95% of the organisations calling for zero carbon, green new deal, retrofitting 
thousands of houses, alleviating fuel poverty and so on almost entirely ignore the issue of 

insulation
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  —From Extraction to 
Stewardship

Green New Deal. 
2018?  
37 pages  with 8 
insulation refs but 
mostly repetition

The Green Construction 
Board

48 pages   2019.  
insulation only 8 refs

The Net Zero Litmus Test
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Net Zero Litmus Test
2019.    48 pages. 
Only mentions insulation 3 times  

Zero Carbon 
Manchester
2017 26 pages 
insulation 
mentioned only 
once

Zero Carbon Hub. 2014
44 pages
Insulation only mentioned 
twice 

 

 
 

 

 

AFFORDABLE WARMTH, CLEAN 
GROWTH 
Action Plan for a comprehensive Buildings 
Energy Infrastructure Programme 
September 2017 

 

 

Energy Efficiency 
Infrastructure Group
2017 
88 pages 

Only mentions 
insulation and then 
only in passing 9 times

Reinventing retro!t
How to scale up home energy 
e"ciency in the UK

2019   22 pages 

Insulation  only mentioned 
10 times  but only in 
passing

32 pages
2018
Only 6 references to 
insulation

234 pages published 2013 
Only 5 pages refer to insulation 
materials  

2019 Only mentions insulation 
twice

Here are ten 

recent reports 

on housing, 

energy zero 

carbon and 

retrofit. In over 

600 pages 

insulation is only 

mentioned 50 

times  and then 

only  in a very 

vague and 

general way



National Assembly for Wales
Climate Change, Environment and Rural Affairs Committee

www.assembly.wales

Low Carbon Housing: 
the Challenge

August 2018

Better Homes, Better Wales, 
Better World

Decarbonising existing homes in Wales

Report to Welsh Ministers from the Decarbonisation  
of Homes in Wales Advisory Group

18 July 2019

2019

66 pages 

Insulation only 

mentioned once 

44 pages 

Insulation only 

mentioned 5 times
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Better Homes, 
Better Wales, 
Better World 

Impact of the recommendations on 
residential retrofit  
18th July 2019  
 
 
Climate change has become an increasingly urgent priority for both politicians 
and the public across the world, and the Welsh Government were one of the 
first to declare a climate emergency in April 2019. The Environment (Wales) 
Act 2016 set a target of reducing carbon emissions by at least 80% from their 
pre-1990 levels by 2050; this was superseded in June 2019 by the Welsh 
Government’s decision to adopt the upgraded reduction target of 95% 
recommended by the UK Committee on Climate Change (UKCCC) and set 
out an ambition to achieve net zero carbon by 2050. 
 
CHC’s 2017 Housing Horizons vision imagined a Wales where good housing 
is a basic right for all, and housing associations (HAs) share Welsh 
Government’s ambition to decarbonise homes. The quality of social housing 
has been significantly improved during the current Welsh Housing Quality 
Standard (WHQS) programme, which is due to conclude in December 2020. 
 

Insulation not mentioned once

How can you discuss retrofit and de-carbonisation without discussing how to insulate homes safely and effectively?

rics.org

Working Group on 
Maintenance of Tenement 
Scheme Property  
Final Recommendations Report

Insulation 

mentioned 

3 times

12 immediate actions 
for Scotland’s 
response to the 
Climate Emergency
from the  
Climate Emergency  
Response Group
AUGUST 2019

Insulation not mentioned at all

UK housing: Fit for the future?

Committee on Climate Change
February 2019

135 pages and 

insulation 

mentioned 33 

times but 

without any 

discussion of 

materials

Faith & Climate Change 

A guide to talking 
with the five major faiths 

outreach
L I M A T E
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Even God cannot help:

Faith and Climate Change

33 pages but insulation isn’t 

mentioned once



APRIL 2019

Net Zero Carbon Buildings: 
A Framework Definition

Advancing Net Zero Programme Partners

Lead Partner:        Programme Partners:

F O U N D A T I O N

This is the worst (2019) 
UK GBC ..insulation not 
mentioned at all    House of Commons

Business, Energy and Industrial 
Strategy Committee

Energy efficiency: 
building towards net 
zero

Twenty-First Report of Session 
2017–19

Report, together with formal minutes relating 
to the report

Ordered by the House of Commons 
to be printed 9 July 2019

HC 1730
Published on 12 July 2019

by authority of the House of Commons

Each Home Counts
An Independent Review of Consumer Advice, Protection, 
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These are the 

best documents 

as they do 

recognise the 

importance of 

insulation and go 

into some detail



From BEIS

Insulation and retrofit problems are we going to see more with the new Green Homes scheme



Will new grant schemes simply repeat the mistakes of the past?



Mould and damp: Retrofit disasters CWI case 
studies.  Many are in Wales 



RETROFIT PROBLEMS



One of the best documented 

disasters Fishwick in Preston



Carmarthenshire EWI disaster



The Performance Gap literature just blames bad builders

But fails to recognise the inadequacy of high embodied 

energy petrochemical materials

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Report of the Review Panel on  
Building Standards Compliance 

and Enforcement  
 
 

June 2018



FIRE AND FLAMMABILITY





Just because the insulation panels don’t catch fire as 
quickly as things like gasoline, once on fire, they present fire 

fighters and residents with a barely manageable threat.Dirk
Aschenbrenner, president, German Fire Protection Association

Insulating materials in Germany are primarily made of 
expanded polystyrene - commonly known by its BASF 
brand name of styropor. About 720 million of these 
thermal insulating systems were installed in buildings of all 
sizes nationwide between 1960 and 2012 - although not 
always to current standards. And there lies the problem.

The building material is classified as “flame-resistant” and 
is protected from direct contact with flames by layers of 
plaster, among other things. For that reason, it is 
considered safe and is permitted for residential and office 
buildings up to a height of 22 meters (72 feet).

But this can result in “many completely misunderstanding 
the safety situation,” says Dirk Aschenbrenner, chief of the 
Dortmund Fire Department and president of the German 
Fire Protection Association. He warns: “Just because the 
insulation panels don’t catch fire as quickly as things like 
gasoline, once on fire, they present fire fighters and 
residents with a barely manageable threat



Bristol guide fails to address the issue of materials 

apart from references to vapour open and vapour closed

What is the point of vapour closed materials?

Even where good practice is promoted the case for vapour open materials needs to be stated much more strongly

With stronger warnings of the dangers of plastic insulation

Excellent decision making protocol by Nicholas Heath

But illustrated with EPS EWI 

another possible retrofit disaster scheme



We have to make up 

our minds and go for

Vapour open 

materials with low 

embodied energy



HEMPCRETE





Supply of hemp 

readily available





Study by Dr. Rosanne Walker at 
Trinity College Dublin on thermal 
and moisture performance of 
different  retrofit insulations
Adjutant General’s Building, Royal Hospital 

Kilmainham built 1805

Brick walls with lime render c.800mm 

Internal plaster removed c.1990



Hemp Lime and Cork Lime performed the best

In terms of regulating moisture and humidity 



Hemp Lime best in water absorption 



Hemp Clay research alternative materials?

I am working on the use of clay binders 

Which has lower embodied energy than lime



“Isocyanates are highly reactive 

chemicals

That can cause skin, eye and lung 

irritation, 

asthma and chemical sensitization”

US Environmental Protection Agency

Indoor air quality…do we really want people to have 
poisonous chemicals in their homes?
High embodied energy fossil fuel materials also create hazardous emissions



Hazardous emissions from PUR and PIR insulations
Isocyanates, polyols, flame retardants, blowing agents 
and catalysts, by products
Carcinogens and products causing respiratory problems

Research demonstrates that in isolation each group could 
impact human health, with some carrying higher risks 
compared to others [13,14].
During the production, and lifecycle, of PU products 
various organic compounds can be released from the 
foams into the indoor environment. Scarce data is 
available covering these emissions and to address the 
knowledge gap, a compilation of small studies was 
published by ASTM to provide further insight [15], followed 
by the ASTM D8142-17 standard for measuring SPF 
chemical emissions. This collection of reports provides 
data in relation to SPF emissions and their implications on 
indoor environmental quality (IEQ). Polyurethane products 
are found abundantly in modern indoor environments [8], 
however their cumulative volatile and semi-volatile organic 
(VOCs, SVOCs) long-term emissions and implications on 
human health are still largely unknown



The use of natural low embodied energy breathable materials is growing
But we must do all we can to restrict the use of petrochemical materials 

THANKS FOR LISTENING
tom.woolley@btconnect.com
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Aecom Limited 

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 

 

 

 

 

 

Ventilation and Indoor Air Quality in New 
Homes 

 
 

Bad indoor air quality can be another consequence of

airtight insulated houses Ian Mawditt has shown that 
pollutants from plastic foam 
external insulation exceeded 
safe limits inside his house 
when the MVHR system is 
turned off


